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The Fellowships and Training Section is responsible for the timely
arrangement of fellowships and scientific visits according to the Agency projects' goals
and objectives and according to a country's needs. Approximately 1 000 fellows per
year or about 6-7 million dollars per year are involved in this programme, which is
approximately 12-14% of the total Technical Cooperation programme. The main
purpose of this presentation is to provide a better understanding of the administrative
process for fellowships and scientific visits, to better understand the procedure which
the nominating countries have to follow in order to train their personnel. There are
three sides directly involved in the process.

Nominating countries. Most of those present represent nominating
countries today.
The IAEA
Host countries.

Very close cooperation between these three sides is absolutely necessary for
successful training.

Nominating country: normally the Agency has a country project which contains
a fellowship component or a national project for the development of personnel which
is devoted only to training. There are regional human resources development
projects which cover the needs of countries which do not have such national projects.
Everything starts from the relevant institute in the nominating country.

The candidate must complete an application form. There are several very
important things which clearly have to be stated on the application form: (1)
Language abilities. (2) Present duties and planned activities for the next few years. (3)
Type of training required. (4) Training programmes requested. It is very important
that proper screening and preliminary selection be done in the nominating countries
before the application is sent to the Agency. For fellowships: (1) The applicant
must be sent on the fellowship training according to the project schedule. (2) No less
than six months are necessary to receive positive or negative replies to fellowship
requests. 3) Two deadlines exist for sending applications to the Agency: In the first
year of a two-year cycle—31 October and in the second year of a two-year cycle~31
July. For example, for 1994 the Agency should have received all applications by 31
July 1993. At present, the Agency has about 400 applications, instead of the 1400
which would be needed to implement the TC programme.
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The internal Agency process requires two months; the placement process takes
about four months. It is necessary to go through official clearance/acceptance
procedures of the host country concerning placement The Fellow's Guidebook
contains the main conditions of thefellowship, from departure instructionsjojhe final
report, and is attached. It is very important that the Fellow reports to the Agency
according to the agreed schedule: first report after two weeks, reports every three
months, final report two months before completion of the training. Especially the
first report gives an opportunity to adjust the training programme according to the
country and project needs. Successful placement is the result of close cooperation
between the nominating country, the Agency and the host country.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1. The purpose of this Guide is tu provide you, an IA LA Fellow, with inlm ni.nn m
concerning administrative, financial, travel and reporting mutters connected uiih wmr
IAEA fellowship. You should read this guide carefully and refer to it whenever quit-
tions arise regarding such matters as visas, travel, stipends and other allowances, in-
surance and hospitalizalion, reports, etc.

2. All communications relating to your fellowship should be addressed to:

By mail: Fellowships and Training Section, TCAC
International Atomic Energy Agency
P.O. Box 100
A-1400 Vienna, Austria

By telex: 1-12645 For Fellowships
By telefax: (l)-230184 For Fellowships
By cable: FELLOWSHIPS INATOM VIENNA

Always give your full name and fellowship code number on all your communications.

3. International Atomic Energy Agency fellowships are intended for persons who, like
yourself, are or soon will be entrusted with responsibilities which are important tu the
development of their country. Your IAEA Fellowship will provide you with the oppor-
tunity to broaden your professional knowledge and experience, and to learn new skills
and up-to-date techniques. The main objective of your fellowship is to help yuu tu
improve your professional competence so that you can solve scientific and technical
problems related to your country's development.

4. IAEA fellowships usually form an integral part of the implementation of a co-opera-
tive project in a developmental field of high national priority. They provide practical,
guided, on-the-job training in the use of nuclear techniques in the relevant field,
whether this is, for example, agriculture, medicine, industry, prospecting or environ-
mental studies, or for providing scientific and research support for national institutions
collaborating in a Government/IAEA technical assistance project.

5. While IAEA fellowships may in some cases permit attendance at lectures, their basic
purpose is to provide appropriate project-oriented training; if a degree can be earned,
it is a by-product of the training and not one of its objectives.

6. Fellowships are awarded, in general, for training at one single institute in only one
country. It is the experience of the IAEA that more thorough training is obtained when
Fellows settle down and concentrate their efforts at only one place of study.
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7. When you have completed your fellowship, you must return home and work in the
field of peaceful applications of atomic energy for at least two years. This you agreed to
when you signed your IAEA fellowship application.

8. IAEA fellowships are financed from various sources. In order to make use of all
available funds, the IAEA selects the most suitable funding arrangement for each fel-
lowship. There are two main classes of fellowship depending on the source of funds:

(1) Fellowships for which the Agency pays the expenses directly from:

(a) IAEA funds (these are known as Type-I fellowships); or

(b) United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) funds.

(2) Fellowships offered cost-free to the IAEA by certain Member Stales. These are
known as Type-II fellowships. Training grants and other benefits may differ be-
tween Type-II fellowships and those paid for directly by the Agency.

II. PREPARING YOURSELF FOR YOUR FELLOWSHIP

9. Acceptance. Together with this Guide, you will have received a letter of appoint-
ment that d' scribes the training programme prepared for you, the training grant you
will be receiving, and a proposed starting dale. Your Government authorities also
received that information, and both you and your Government were asked to confirm
acceptance of the appointment and its related conditions. Since final arrangements for
the fellowship programme can only be completed after you (and your Government)
have notified the Agency of your acceptance of the fellowship, you should, therefore,
immediately inform the Agency whether you accept, confirming the starting date.

10. Departure flight. In those cases where the Agency arranges for your air ticket to be
issued, you will receive detailed travel instructions in good time (see also Section IDA).

11. Passports and visas. You are responsible for obtaining your own passport and
whatever visas you require, including transit visas if necessary. Visa applications should
be made several weeks before your departure as it often requires three weeks or more
for them to be processed. If difficulties arise regarding the issue of your visa(s), you
should inform the Agency immediately, giving your passport number, your name and
dale of birth as shown on the passport, its date of issue and date of expiry, and the date
of your visa application; the Agency will then try to expedite the visa process through
its own channels.

12. No allowances are granted by the Agency to defray passport and visa expenses.
Your own Government agreed to cover those expenses when it endorsed your fellow-
ship application.

13. When applying for a visa to train or study in the host country, be sure thai your
passport will be valid for at least two months longer than the expected duration nf your
fellowship (six months for the United States of America).

14. Host country. If you are not acquainted with the host country in which you are to
be trained, you should learn as much as possible about it, its customs, culture, climate.
currency regulations, etc., before you leave home. Many countries provide information
written especially for prospective visitors. You may find it useful to apply to the public
information or cultural affairs office of your prospective host country's embassy or con-
sulate for information.

15. Clothing. Fellows are encouraged to make adequate preparations in advance fur
acquiring clothing properly suited to the climate of the host country. Failure lu obtain
suitable clothing may create difficulties later, as the stipend paid in the country uf study
is not intended to cover such extra expenses.

16. Delayed arrival. Delayed arrival could give rise to many difficulties. Your host
institutiton in the host country will have made special arrangements to accept you and
to help you get settled in and started on your training. Late arrival could seriously
compromise its goodwill. You must show your host institution due respect by keeping
your part of the agreement, including adhering strictly to the approved arrival dale.

17. Rescheduling of your fellowship after approval cannot be accepted and, in most
cases, postponement of arrival will lead to cancellation of the fellowship.

III. FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

A. TRAVEL

18. International travel.1 Agency fellows are provided with economy-class air tickets
for the travel from their home country to the training institution in their host country,
and for their return home. The air tickets are provided either by the Agency or, in the
case of some Type-II fellowships, by the Host Government.

19. If, for personal reasons, you choose to travel by a route which is not the most direct,
you must pay the additional fare yourself.

( Î ) Paragraphs IB, 19. 20 and 21 may nol apply to Fellows from European countries, whose Governments or hüme inu,tuii.i(n
will, in most cases, finance (he travel.
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20. If you have been issued with a round trip or return ticket, you must take cure to
commence your return travel before the ticket expires. If the Agency extends your fel-
lowship beyond the validity of the return ticket, you must send the ticket back to the
Agency (or to the authorities of the Host Government in the case of some Type-H
fellowships); a replacement ticket will be issued at no expense to you, If, however, you
delay your travel beyond the validity of the air ticket for personal reasons, you must pay
the additional cost to have the ticket extended.

21. Fellows who undertake any IAEA-financed international or local travel by private
car in connection with their training programmes will be reimbursed, within approved
limits, at a rate equivalent to US $0.20 per kilometre for the shortest route; however,
this reimbursement will never exceed the economy class air fare for long journeys and
the second-class rail fare for shorter trips. You will only be reimbursed after the jour-
ney has taken place. However, no travel costs will be paid to a Fellow travelling as a
passenger in another person's car.

22. In the event of accident, injury, death, damage, etc, incurred while travelling by car,
the Agency will not assume any liablility for claims made either by a Fellow or by a
third party (see paragraph 41), and it is essential for Fellows to ensure that fully com-
prehensive insurance is in force. However, based on experience, the Agency dis-
courages Fellows from travelling by car.

23. Local travel. The cost of commuting each day from your quarters to your training
site must be paid by you from your stipend. Airport transport and taxis must also be
paid by you. These costs are not reimbursed.

B. ALLOWANCES

24. Stipend rales. You will receive a stipend to cover your living costs either from the
Agency or from the Host Government. Your stipend is not a salary, but rather an al-
lowance to cover your own expenses for accommodation, meals, local travel, and in-
cidentals while on your fellowship.

25. For fellowships paid by the Agency, the stipend is based on the stipend rate estab-
lished by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) for each host country.
The rate depends on the costs of accommodation, meals, local transportation, and other
incidentals in the country. The first month's stipend is normally higher than that for
subsequent months to allow for settling-in costs. The stipend rates are fixed and paid in
the currency of the country of study.

26. Stipends for Type-II fellowships are established and paid by the Host Government,
and do not necessarily coincide with the UNDP rate or with the Agency's payment
procedures.
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27. The Agency strongly discourages you from inking uny members of your I.iniil) in
stay with you during the period of your fellowship. Many of the institutes in the vurioui
countries that accept fellows are reluctant to welcome families as they lack the facilities
to provide appropriate living conditions. In all cases, the host authority and host in-
stitute must be consulted, and you must obtain their agreement before you make arran-
gements to take any family members with you.

28. In this context, it should be noted that your stipend is not adequate to support
members of your family in the host country. If members of your family do accompany
you, you must provide proof of additional funds for their travel and subsistence as well
as of the purchase of local medical insurance for them. You are the only person who
will be covered by a medical insurance policy during the period of your fellowship, and
the Agency will not assume any responsibility for dependants and will not cover them
under its own medical scheme. (See paragraph 44 and Appendix II for more informa-
tion.)

29. There is only one schedule of stipend rates, and the Agency does not provide higher
stipends for senior persons.

30. Termination allowance. An additional US $100 is added to the initial payment of
fellows paid by the Agency to contribute towards excess baggage costs and other expen-
ses related to terminating your fellowship on completion and returning home. __

31. IAEA publications. You may request a reasonable number of Agency publications
in your field of training to be sent to.you cost free while on your fellowship. The Agen-
cy will determine what "a reasonable number" is in each case. You may also purchase
additional Agency publications at half price. Requests for such publications must be
made through the Fellowships and Training Section, TCAC, at the address given in
section I.

32. Book allowance. A book allowance of US $70 per month for the duration of the
fellowship is paid to those Fellows who receive their entire stipend directly from the
IAEA. The book allowance is included as part of the stipend payments and it is to be
used for the purchase of books, technical publications, calculators and supplies related
to your field of training.

33. Thesis expenses. In case where a Fellow incurs financial expenses for the prepara-
tion (typing and binding) of a thesis, dissertation, memoir or other paper required for
completion of a degree programme approved by the Agency as part of the training
programme, the Agency will reimburse the actual expenses up to an amount not ex-
ceeding US $500 provided that the relevant receipts (originals, not photocopies) are
submitted to the Agency. Charges for thesis translation will not be covered, nor will
page charges for publication in scientific journals.

V
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C. PAYMENT

34. You will receive an installation payment which covers the first two months' stipend
plus termination allowance. As of the third month, you will receive a regular monthly
stipend to your bank account in the host country. (However, Fellows on assignments of
three months or less will receive their total entitlement in a lump-sum payment upon
arrival.)

35. You are expected to honour the commitments you accepted for the whole period
assigned for training or study. Any overpayment resulting from premature termination
must be refunded to the Agency.

D. INSURANCE

36. The Agency provides you personally with cost-free medical insurance as well as with
death and disability insurance coverage while on your fellowship (see paragraphs 44
and 45).

E. EMPLOYMENT AND SUPPLEMENTAL GRANTS

37. You may not accept paid employment or a supplemental grant, fellowship, stipend
or honorarium while receiving your stipend for your Agency fellowship. This restriction
does not apply to the normal salary paid to you by your own Government or institution,
which is expected to be paid to you while on your fellowship.

IV. ARRIVAL IN THE HOST COUNTRY

38. Notification of arrival. You must notify the organizing authority of the host
country of the exact date and time of your arrival. Upon arrival at your host institution,
you must notify the Agency by airmail letter, or by telex or telefax, of the actual date of
your arrival in the host country. If you are paid by the Agency, you will receive your
installation payment by cheque upon arrival. If your fellowship is for a period exceeding
three months, you should immediately open a bank account for receipt of further
stipend payments and inform the Agency of the name of the bank, its address and your
account number. If you delay informing the Agency of your arrival and of your bank
account number, your next stipend payments may be delayed (see also paragraph 42).
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39. Accommodation. Fellows are advised to contact the organizing auihoriik", of ihe-
host country or the institute providing training for assistance in finding suitable
moderately priced accommodation. You are responsible for paying your own hotel hills.
rent, telephone bills, etc, You should notify the Agency of your mailing address m
facilitate correspondence (see paragraph 42).

40. Fellows coming to Vienna will be assisted by the Agency in finding accommodation
if they so request.

41. Liability. If you are involved in an accident or incident causing injury or death m
other persons or damage to property, you should immediately inform your training in-
stitution and the competent authorities in your host country, as well as the I ABA. (Fel-
lows are not staff members of the IAEA, and the Agency assumes no liability or
responsibility whatsoever for the payment of any compensation in respect of any
Fellow's possible involvement in any accident; furthermore, the Agency assumes no
liability or responsibility in the event of an accident resulting in injury or death u> u
fellow or of any member of his or her family, or damage to his, her or their property.)

V. THE PERIOD OF YOUR TRAINING V

42. Reporting to the Agency. The schedule of reporting and the reporting formats arc
detailed in Appendix I. On arrival, you must immediately notify the Agency of this fact
and, at the latest two weeks after, you must send an administrative communication
giving address and bank account details.

43. Your *irst technical report to the IAEA should be sent not later than one month
after the beginning of your fellowship. It should include a detailed training plan,
prepared by you in collaboration with your supervisor for the duration of your fellow-
ship, with comments on the availability of necessary equipment and facilities needed
for your training. This report will be carefully reviewed by the Agency to make sure the
training programme to be undertaken corresponds to the one approved by the Agency
when your award was made. Technical progress reports are also required, as well as a
final report. The first technical report and any progress reports must be countersigned
by your supervisor; not, however, the final one. All technical reports will be reviewed,
but only the first and final ones will be acknowledged.

44. Medical insurance. Some host countries provide medical insurance for IAEA Fel-
lows. All other Fellows are provided with medical insurance by the Agency at its uwn
expense, under a policy with J. Van Breda & Co. International. The terms of this in-
surance are summarized in Appendix II of this Guide. This insurance should cover
most of your personal medical expenses in the event of accident or illness, but does
not, however, cover medical expenses of members of your family. According tu the
terms of this insurance policy, you must pay your hospital and medical bills yourself.
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und then submit the original bills with proof of payment to J. Van Breda & Co. Inter-
national in Belgium. They will reimburse you promptly. Do not send medical bills to or
via the Agency.

45. Stipends during hospiulization. In the event that you are hospitalized, if your
training grant is paid by the Agency, it will be reduced to one half of the normal pay-
ment, because bed and board are provided by the hospital. This reduction of stipend
docs not apply to the first seven days of any period of hospitalisation.

46. Publication of scientific papers. The importance of prompt publication of the
results o. jcienlific investigations or development projects cannot be overemphasized.
No prior approval of the IAEA is required for publication of a scientific paper resulting
from research you have done while on your IAEA fellowship. However, you should
acknowledge the IAEA in your paper as having provided support for your fellowship,
and send a copy of the printed article to the Agency for information.

47. Vacation. An Agency fellowship is awarded for the purpose of providing a period
of intensive (raining abroad. It is not intended that part of the fellowship be used to
support a vacation period.

48. Technical visits a n d meet ings . In the case o f Fellows whose stipends are paid
by the Agency, funds for special purposes such as attendance at meetings and sympo-
sia, inspection trips and visits to other institutes are extremely limited. Moreover, it
is generally considered that a continuous period o f training or research at one and the
same institute is the most effective way to provide Fellows with the experience they
require. Fel lows are therefore discouraged from planning such trips.

However, if it is felt that such a technical visit would contribute to the success of the
truining programme, a request should b e submitted to the Agency well in advance o f
the event, giving all pertinent details such as the purpose, place and dates o f the visit,
the estimated travel costs and any other relevant information. This request should be
accompanied by the recommendation o f the Fel low's supervisor for the consideration
of the Agency.

If u trip is approved, the Agency will meet the costs of economy class air, second class
rail or bus fares. On returning to the host institution at the end o f the trip, the Fel low
should submit to the Agency the exact itinerary o f his trip, countersigned by his super-
visor, and attach all used travii tickets (and registration receipts in the case o f formal
meetings). The Agency will then reimburse the costs concerned and provide the
Fellow with an extra allowance to cover additional subsistence during the trip. Trips
which have not been approved by the Agency will not be reimbursed.

Travel to such meetings during the fellowship which involves a transoceanic journey
or a major distance in one continent will not be approved owing to budgetary
considerations.
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49. Fellowship extensions. The practice of the IAEA is to grant fellowships of a dura-
tion considered sufficient to cover the training requirements o f a Fellow. It is empha-
sized that Fellows should endeavour to complete their study and training programmes
within the period specified in their letter o f appointment. It is the responsibility of the
Fellow and his supervisor to design a training programme which can be completed
in the allotted time. Failure to complete the work or study within the duration of the
fellowship does not justify an extension. In some exceptional cases the Fellow may
apply for an extension provided his current programme is such as tu justify a prolon-
gation o f the original award. Requests for an extension will only be considered if the
following conditions are met:

(a) Submission o f fellowship report(s) according to reporting schedule;

(b) Request submitted by the Fellow at least three months (or two months in the
case of short-term fellowships) before the expiration of the initial fellowship
period, and containing reasons for the request;

(c) Recommendation by the Fel low's supervisor, whose communication should be
sent directly to the IAEA as a separate document;

(d) Notification by the Fel low to his own Government, indicating that a request
for extension is being submitted and that the IAEA will require a recommenda-
tion by the Government; —V-A

(e) Approval by the Host and Nominating Governments.

The IAEA makes the final decision in light o f all the circumstances with which it is
confronted and the petitioning Fellow is notified accordingly.

VL Y O U R RETURN H O M E

50. Travel home.2 The Agency, or Host Government in the case of most Type-» fel-
lowships, will provide you with an economy-class air ticket home if you were not issued
with a round-trip or return ticket initially. If your grant is paid by the IAEA, there is,
included in the first payment of the stipend, a termination allowance (see paragraph
30) to cover final expenses and shipping excess baggage. No additional funds will be
provided to cover the costs of sending excess baggage home.

This p»i»jnph may not ippty to Ftllows from European countries, who« Governments a t home institutions will, in most
ciiei, provide tnvtl tickets.
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51. Return postponed, When you made your original application for your IAEA fel-
lowship, you agreed to return home after the completion of your training and work in
the field of peaceful applications of atomic energy for at least two years. If, upon com-
pletion of your IAEA fellowship, you are offered a scholarship, assistanl'ship or a fel-
lowship from other sources for further training abroad, you should inform the IAEA
and obtain the agreement of your home authorities before postponing your return
home.

APPENDIX I

SCHEDULE OF REPORTING TO THE AGENCY BY FELLOWS

I

It is vital that you give your name and fellowship code number on all reports and com-
munications

Notification of arrival

Administrative communication

First technical report

Mid-term technical report

Trimester technical reports

Final technical report

On arrival actual date of arrival in the host country.

Within two weeks of arrival, giving your address in
the host country and, if your fellowship is for more
than three months, the name and address of your
bank and your account number.

To be completed four weeks after the start of train-
ing or study.

To be completed halfway through the training
period for all fellowships lasting between 3 months
and 6 months.

To be completed after every three months for all
fellowships lasting mort than six months.

To be completed by all Fellows not later than two
months after the completion of training or study.

Fellowships lasting less than three months require only the first and final reports.

The formats of the technical reports are specified on the following pages.
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FIRST TECHNICAL REPORT

1. Name of Fellow:

2. Fellowship Code Nu.:

3. Address in host country:

4. Starting date of training:

5. Anticipated ending date of training:

6. Name and full address of institution where training is taking place:

7. If your fellowship is related to an IAEA technical co-operation project, give the
IAEA project number and name of the national counterpart:

8. Name of your training supervisor at training institution and his position:

9. Describe in detail (300-500 words) the training programme that you have established
in co-operation with your training supervisor:

10. Usi the major facilities and equipment that you will be able to use during your train-
ing programme, If there are important facilities or equipment that you believe
would be useful to have access to but which appear to be unavailable at the train-
ing site, indicate what they are, their importance to your training needs and why
they are unavailable:

11. If your fellowship is related to an IAEA technical co-operation project (see ques-
tion 7), describe how the training programme that has been established will pro-
vide you with the skills and experience required by the project:

To be signed and dated by Fellow and supervisor.

•*SU*T
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MID-TERM OR TRIMESTER REPORT

1. Name of Fellow:

2. Fellowship Code No.:

3. Address in host country:

4. If your fellowship is related to an IAEA technical co-operation project, give the
IAEA project number and name of the national counterpart:

5. Please review the progress of your training to date. Indicate (30(1-5011 words) the
major activities carried out and the new skills acquired:

6. Indicate any significant changes (modified or new activities, dates etc.) that have oc-
curred in the training programme that you initially established with your training su-
pervisor. Explain each such change in relation to the objectives that were estab-
lished for your training:

7. Give your assessment, even if it is of a preliminary nature, of the training you have , .
completed. If your training is related to an IAEA technical co-operation project
(see question 4), please comment specifically on the extent to which the training O>
has prepared you to contribute to this project on your return:

8. Do you have any other comments that you would like the Agency to consider?

To be signed and dated by Fellow and supervisor.

liimli' l..i I U
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FINAL TECHNICAL REPORT

1. Name of Fellow:

2. Fellowship Code No:

3. Address in host country:

4. Starting date of training:

5. Ending date of training:

6. Name and full address of institution where training took place:

7. If your fellowship was related to an IAEA technical co-operation project, give the
IAEA project number and name of the national counterpart:

8. Describe the major elements of the training programme:

9. Provide a summary (500 words or longer if desired) of the results of the training and
any research work undertaken:

10. If, during your training, you produced any publications, unpublished works or
reports, or received any degrees, certificates or awards, please list them and pro-
vide copies:

11. Give your assessment of the quality and impact on your professional career of the
training you have received. If this training has provided you with new skills and
capabilities, how do you anticipate utilizing them in your home country?

12. If your training was related to an Agency technical co-operation project (see ques-
tion 7), please comment specifically on the extent to which the training has
prepared you to contribute to this project:

13. What is your present position? Briefly describe your present duties and respon-
sibilities.

14. In order to improve the administration of our fellowship programme, we would ap-
preciate your comments and suggestions on (he following points:

(ii) Suitability of the training programme undertaken and quality of the guidance >ou
received:

(iii) Quality and adequacy of the facilities made available to you:

(iv) Living arrangements:

(v) Assistance received from the IAEA:

(vi) Assistance received from home and/or host authorities:

(vii) Other comments:

To be signed and dated by Fellow only.

(i) Suitability of the host institution chosen for your training:
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APPENDIX II

HEALTH INSURANCE SCHEME FOR FELLOWS

For the duration of the Fellowship and if medical insurance is not provided by the host
country (see paragraph 44), the Agency will, at its own expense, enrol you in a Health
Insurance Scheme, the terms of which are given below. The Health Insurance Scheme
covers Fellows only. Dependants cannot be covered under the Scheme.

The health insurance policy is with:

J. VAN BREDA & CO. INTERNATIONAL
Planlin en Morutslei 295
B-2200 Borgerhoui-Aniwcrpen
Belgium

Telex No.: 31788 BREDCO B
International telephone No.: 32-3-217-5-11

The period covered is the duration of your fellowship, taken as commencing two days
before the starting dale of your training to two days after the completion date, to allow
fur travel status.

The insurer will, for the period of your fellowship, reimburse you for the costs of medi-
cal treatment prescribed by qualified doctors, and for hospital services such as:

(a) bed and board (rate for room with 2 or more patients);

(b) general nursing services;

(c) use of operating rooms and equipment;

(d) use of recovery rooms and equipment;

(e) laboratory examinations;

(f) X-ray examinations;

(g) drugs and medicine for use in the hospital.

The following are subject to certain limitations:

(h) dental treatment is limited to a maximum of US $500 per period of coverage;

(i) psychiatric treatment, including psychoanalysis, is only reimbursable if you are
treated by a qualified psychiatrist and only at the rate of 50 per cent and to a
maximum of US $500 for not more than 50 visits in any consecutive six-month
period;

(j) the costs of radiological treatment are reimbursable only if you arc referred to a
radiologist by your own doctor;

(k) in the case of an emergency or major disability, the cost of special transportation, in
eluding cost of attendant, will be reimbursed up to a maximum of US $751)0.

The insurance coverage does not extend to:

(1) periodic, preventive health examinations;

(m) rejuvenation cures or cosmetic treatment;

consequences of sickness or accidents resulting from voluntary action;(n)

(o)

(P)

(q)

(0

result of injuries resulting from motor-vehicle racing and dangerous compétitions in
respect of which betting is allowed;

direct or indirect results of explosions, heat release or radiation produced by trans-
mutation of the atomic nucleus or by radioactivity resulting from radiations
produced by the artificial acceleration of nuclear particles;

the consequences of insurrection or riots, if by taking part the insured person has
broken the applicable laws;

aircraft accidents unless the insured person is on board an aircraft with a valid cer-
tificate of air-worthiness, piloted by a person in possession of a valid licence fur
the type of aircraft in question;

(s) hearing aids or spectacles, nor to fees for examination for these aids.

Should you require medical attention during your fellowship, you must pay medical
bills yourself and then submit the original bills with proof of payment directly to J.Van
Breda at the address given above, who will then reimburse you, usually within 15 days,
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to the address you indicate. The conversion of medical expenses to currencies other
than US dollars will normally be made at the UN operational rate of exchange in force
un the date Ihe claim is submitted. Your full name and your Fellowship Code Number
must be quoted on all claims submitted for reimbursement, together with your address
in the host country.

Medical expenses of the first US $10.00 are not reimbursable.

APPENDIX III

NOTE TO FEMALE IAEA FELLOWS

The International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) has modified its
recommended limits for radiation dose received at work. In 1977; ICRP recom-
mended that workers should receive no more than 50 millisieverts (mSv) each year.
This is still the maximum dose in any one year, but ICRP now also recommends that
exposure be kept below an average of 20 mSv per year over a given five year period.
The new ICRP recommendations also include specific provisions related to dose limits
for pregnant women.

The ICRP recommendations have no legal standing, but they have provided an inter-
national standard on which national limits can be based. The IAEA, the WHO, the
ILO and the NEA/OECD will start revision of their Basic Safety Standards for Radia-
tion Protection, taking into account the new ICRP recommendations. The Agency has
decided that on a provisional basis the new ICRP recommendations, including the new
limits, should be taken into account in the training of its fellows.

Therefore, in case of pregnancy all female fellows whose tasks according to the
training programme include work in an irradiation environment are requested
to inform their supervisors and the IAEA Fellowships and Training Section
immediately for additional instructions.
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